Freedom in chains! Dissent in cages!
The two party system has failed to uphold liberty. The electoral process has failed to restore liberty.
Participating in elections is playing on the tyrants’ turf by the tyrants’ rules. It is an attempt to wring
liberty from a system that is set up to keep the people in chains.
So what is a liberty lover to do? Fortunately there are many approaches. The following suggestions
overlap each other and provide effective methods of fighting government oppression.
Think Direct Action – Bypass the rigged political system and instead organize the people to affect
the changes you wish to see.
Think Market Based Alternatives – A system of voluntary trade and cooperation is not only more
just and productive than statist intervention, but when economic activity is focused on undermining
the state, the power of true entrepreneurs can destroy the system of political power and privilege.
Think Mutual Aid – Individuals cooperate for mutual gain and help each other with no centralized
control. Looking out for each other is participatory insurance for a free world.
Think Civil Disobedience – Why do you have a conscience if you were not meant to use it?
Whether confrontational or not, civil disobedience can be effective at gaining a little liberty now and a
lot of liberty tomorrow.
Think Communication – Alternative media and information campaigns can bypass the press and go
straight to the people, or exploit the press for liberty’s gain.
Instead of working within the system, why not work on building a new society within the shell of the
old? Together we can build a society of liberty, where the rights of every individual to life, liberty, and
justly acquired property are respected and upheld regardless of race, religion, trade, orientation, or
geographical origin.

Free the Markets – Free the People
Agora! Anarchy! Action!
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